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JET experiments to study plasma fuelling, edge transport and scrape-off-layer (SOL) behaviour
have been performed for the first time using a technique based on strike point sweeping. Sweeping
itself is routinely used in JET high power discharges to, e.g., spread the heat flux or to measure
high radial resolution SOL profiles with Langmuir probes. Here, however, we employ this
technique at the highest feasible frequencies (limited by machine safety) to study its feasibility
for edge plasma fuelling studies to complement gas puff
modulations [1, 2].
The sweep modulations are performed in various strike
point configurations and in plasmas with Ohmic and L/H-mode
confinement and in two isotopes H/D. By comparing the core and
SOL electron density measurements, line radiation across the Figure 1 Strike point sweeping
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times’ of the order of 10-20 ms (4) parallel SOL communication are kept constant.
times within measurement accuracy (<5ms). Present observations seem to suggest that sweeping
is not generating significant modulated neutral particle sources inside the separatrix but that the
effect at the pedestal comes via SOL density modulation as a boundary condition.
EDGE2D/EIRENE [3,4] modelling is underway to identify the dominant physics
mechanisms (pumping, recycling, flux expansion etc) responsible for these observations and to
develop this experimental technique for plasma fuelling studies.
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